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PMOaaS
Project management offices (PMOs)
are created to consolidate project
expertise and deliver project and
programme outcomes.
The benefits are clearly understood; well-managed
projects enable businesses to excel and gain competitive
advantage as a result of:
•
•
•
•
•

On-budget costs
On-time delivery
Quality deliverables
Efficient controls and reporting
Compliance with business standards / legislation

Project management offices need to be agile (note the
lower case ‘a’) - focused on managing change, engaging
stakeholders and delivering innovation.

CPS helps organisations that are struggling to realise
a return on investment or build a solid business case
for their PMO.
To resolve these challenges CPS provides
organisation with new ways of being supported,
transform their businesses and provide significant
cost savings, growth and innovation.

THIS IS HOW CAN CPS HELP

CPS has over 25 years’ experience delivering world-class PPM solutions. This experience has played a pivotal role
in the development of CPS’ PMO-as-a-Service offering, available in various guises.

PMO -AS - A - SERVICE ENABLES ORGANISATIONS TO:
£

Enable a PMO with reduced up-front and on-going costs
Utilise pre-defined and configurable processes, governance and tooling
Support successful, repeatable, delivery outcomes

CPS’ PMOaaS enables organisation to have an agile, responsive PMO to support successful outcome, for
a fixed monthly fee.
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THIS IS HOW CAN CPS HELP PMOaaS OFFERINGS

CPS approach to delivering PMO as a Service follows three steps:

Assessment

I

Implementation

M

Where are you now, where do you
need to be and how do we get there?

CPS Stand up the Governance
structures, run the meetings rollout
the tools and drive the use of the MI

Move the business over to the chosen
business as usual model

A

Manage

Assessment is the starting point and will provide a clear roadmap for further implementation. An evaluation of
your company’s processes and project organisation will take place, resulting in a comprehensive recommendation
that identifies your project requirements, maps them with your business strategy and delivers actionable insights.
A roadmap will be provided outlining the move from your current “as is” state to your “to be”.
Implementation enables you to take a proven model, or the proven model tailored to your environment. CPS will
then support the initial deployment over one of more reporting periods.
Supporting delivery of the PMOaaS, includes CPS running an adoption approach based on the Prosci™ model.
Prosci™ is the industry standard for adoption and change management delivered by practitioners worldwide.
Manage is where PMOaaS becomes business-as-usual. CPS can continue to run your PMO via on-site and
remote capabilities, or provide contract / FTE resources.
CPS can provide you with expert project managers, project co-ordinators, trainers and content managers change
managers and in addition subject matter experts (SMEs), business analysts and IT specialists to effectively guide,
manage and support high-visibility initiatives.

E

WHO IS CPS?

To find out how we can support you on
your journey, contact us today.

Founded in 1995, CPS is a multi-award-winning Microsoft Gold
Partner which specialises in delivering innovative Microsoft
technology solutions to help businesses on their journey to digital
transformation.
.
We pride ourselves on solving technology and business problems
with collaboration, employee engagement, change management
and innovation from anywhere on any device. What makes us
unique is that we don’t just deal with the problems and the
solutions, we also deal with the outcomes and the benefits.

e hello@cps.co.uk
w www.cps.co.uk
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